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RG1292.AM: Overing Brothers and Company (Red Cloud, Neb.)

Order forms: 1906-1911
Red Cloud, Webster County, Neb.: Monument works
Size: 1 folder

BACKGROUND NOTE

Edwin James Overing and his brother, George Henry Overing, began as marble monument dealers in Red Cloud, Nebraska, in 1896. Overing Brothers and Company operated for many years out of a building located on the southeast corner of Fifth Avenue and Webster Street in Red Cloud.

SCOPE AND CONTENT NOTE

The collection consists of one folder containing order forms of the Overing Brothers and Company monument works of Red Cloud, Nebraska. The forms date from 1906-1911 and include the order date, monument ordered, size, and inscription.

INVENTORY

Folder - Order forms, 1906-1911

Subject headings:

Marble industry and trade -- Nebraska
Overing Brothers and Company (Red Cloud, Neb.)
Sepulchral monuments
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